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market rally Falters Slightly
stocks ended their multi-week winning streak last week as investors became 
uneasy over the banking crisis in cyprus, a situation that had threatened to spill 
over into other parts of europe. By Friday, however, signs were emerging that the 
island country would be able to secure a bailout, which prompted a market rally 
and lifted stocks. Ultimately, a deal was announced early on the morning of march 
25 that should help secure cyprus’ banking system and prevent a messy exit from 
the eurozone.

For the week, the Dow Jones industrial average fell fractionally to 14,512, the s&P 
500 index declined 0.2% to 1,556 and the nasdaq composite lost 0.1% to close at 
3,245. in fixed income markets, despite a long-standing expectation that rates are 
poised to rise, the yield on the 10-year treasury remained below 2%, a topic we 
discuss in more depth below. (For the week, the yield on the 10-year treasury fell 
slightly to 1.93%.) 

Europe’s Problems have Not Been Solved 
the past six months were relatively quiet in terms of the european debt crisis that 
had dominated investor attention through much of 2011 and 2012, but we saw a 
flare-up last week in the island nation of cyprus. while cyprus represents only  
a tiny portion of europe’s overall economy (just 0.2% of gross domestic product),  
it is an important country to watch since its problems are indicative of a broader 
concern: the still-fragile nature of the european banking system. cyprus’ problems 
emerged not due to profligate public spending, but, rather, because its banking 
system is too large relative to the size of its overall economy.

the bailout that was announced early on monday morning should help stabilize the 
country in the immediate term, and because the package is designed to shrink the 
size of cyprus’ banks, it should provide some longer-term relief as well. as with the 
stopgap measures put into place throughout europe over the past couple of years, 
however, the deal will certainly not solve all of the issues. cyprus itself still faces a 
significant recession and europe’s banking system as a whole remains 
undercapitalized and vulnerable to shocks.

although the european Union has technically agreed to tighter banking integration, 
the implementation has been slow. this remains a politically contentious issue, 
and with German elections pending in september, we are unlikely to see any real 
progress on this front until late 2013 or early 2014. in the meantime, we expect the 
european banking system to remain a source of systematic risk in the coming months.
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it’s the question on everyone’s mind. and fortunately, there are 
answers. visit blackrock.com/newworld for more information.
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Treasury Yields Should Still rise, But Not Quickly
while stocks have enjoyed a strong start to 2013 (broadly, Us markets are up close 
to 10% for the year), treasuries have remained relatively static. many market watchers 
have been awaiting an increase in yields (and a corresponding drop in prices), but 
that has yet to materialize. one of the main reasons is that the so-called “great 
rotation” of asset flows out of bonds and into stocks has not occurred. stock funds 
have been seeing some significant inflows, but so too have bond funds, indicating 
that the money flowing into the market has been coming from cash holdings.

several important structural factors are also keeping a lid on yields. most 
importantly, the Federal reserve is still purchasing treasuries and is likely to 
continue to do so through at least the middle of this year. even when the Fed does 
decide to end its bond-purchase program, it is likely to do so gradually rather than 
suddenly. additionally, we continue to see a lack of new supply in many other areas 
of the bond market. with the Fed being such a major purchaser of new bond issues, 
there is simply not a great deal of new supply for the market to absorb, which is 
also acting to keep yields down.

over the long term, we still expect rates to rise and we would stick with a year-end 
forecast of between 2.25% and 2.5% for the 10-year treasury. any such increase, 
however, is likely to be slow and erratic. From an investment perspective, we still 
believe treasuries look unattractive and would suggest a focus on credit sectors of 
the fixed income market, including high yield, bank loans and emerging markets debt.
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